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Q. What is your name? 1 

A. Robert E. Schallenberg. 2 

Q. Who is your employer, what is your business address, and what is your job title? 3 

A. I am employed by the Office of the Public Counsel (“OPC”).  My business address is P.O. 4 

Box 2230, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102.  My title is Director of Policy for OPC. 5 

Q. Are you the same Robert E. Schallenberg who testified in rebuttal testimony in this 6 

case? 7 

A. Yes, I am. 8 

Q. What is the purpose of your surrebuttal testimony? 9 

A. I respond to the rebuttal testimony of Darren Ives regarding consolidation of KCPL and 10 

GMO rate schedules. The portion of the Mr. Ives rate design rebuttal testimony that I will 11 

address begins on page 2, line 3 through page 6, line 5.  There he raises as points  12 

• “preserv[ing] equity between the KCP&L and GMO customer groups,”  13 

• ”KCP&L and GMO are separate legal entities subject to different regulatory 14 

authorities,”  15 

• “that KCP&L is subject to state regulation in both Missouri and Kansas would also 16 

complicate the ability of KCP&L and GMO to merge and become one legal entity,”  17 

• “KCP&L and GMO do not always file rate cases at the same time,” and 18 
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• “the consolidation of the rates of GMO’s MPS and SJLP divisions which was 1 

effectuated in GMO’s most recently concluded rate case (Case No. ER-2016-0156) 2 

took place almost fifteen (15) years after MPS and SJLP became affiliated.” 3 

o Although the consolidation of the rates of GMO’s MPS and SJLP divisions had 4 

been contemplated for years and incremental steps had been taken in previous 5 

rate cases to facilitate that consolidation, the process undertaken in Case No. 6 

ER-2016-0156 was incredibly complicated and it was not at all clear whether 7 

full rate consolidation would be achieved until very late in the settlement 8 

negotiations of that case. 9 

 The purpose of this surrebuttal testimony is to respond to the rebuttal testimony of Darren 10 

Ives regarding consolidation of KCPL and GMO. The portion of the Mr. Ives rate design 11 

rebuttal testimony that I will address begins on page 2, line 3 through page 6, line 5.  12 

Q. What is your response to Mr. Ives’ rebuttal testimony regarding consolidation of 13 

KCPL and GMO’s rate design? 14 

A. First it is important to distinguish that consolidation of KCPL and GMO rates is separate 15 

and distinct from consolidation of KCPL and GMO. Entity consolidation interest increases 16 

as one learns of the affiliate entities of KCPL Kansas and KCPL Missouri. These entities 17 

were established as KCP&L subsidiaries in 2009. The stated purpose for the creation of 18 

these entities was to reserve the brand names. KCPL’s indicates in its response to OPC 19 

Data Request 1037 that there has been activity since inception. See Schedule RES-S-1 page 20 

1 for a copy of this Data Request. Mr. Ives notes a lack of clarity on page 2, lines 21 and 21 

22. OPC is not proposing the KCPL and GMO merge into one entity. OPC’s issue is the 22 

amount of effort being devoted to consideration of this potential beneficial opportunity for 23 

serving Missouri electric customers.   24 

 KCP&L operates GMO as well as all of the other Great Plains Energy entities. See 25 

Schedule JSR-S-1 contain in Mr. Riley of OPC surrebuttal testimony shows the salary, 26 

wages, and officer distribution costs reported on the 2016 consolidated tax return to the 27 

IRS.  When I first started with Commission, Union Electric Company had four (4) separate 28 
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electric utility subsidiaries with more autonomy than GMO has with KCPL. I am aware 1 

that OPC’s rate consolidation proposal is not impossible, as Mr. Ives notes on page 2, line 2 

8 and 9.    3 

Q. What do you mean that OPC’s issue is the lack of effort on KCPL’s behalf to consider 4 

rate consolidation as opportunity to reduce costs and better serve its customers? 5 

A Consolidation of the rates for Missouri customers has been an opportunity since July 14, 6 

2008 when Great Plains Energy acquired Aquila, now called Kansas City Power & Light 7 

Company, Great Missouri Operations. KCPL responded in OPC Data Request 1040 that 8 

no formal study of rate consolidation has been performed. KCPL When asked in OPC Data 9 

Request 1041, for the reasons KCPL has not consolidated its rates 10 

 “Consolidation of rate tariffs, representing KCPL and GMO rates under a 11 

consistent structure and consistent pricing, represents a significant step best taken 12 

when the underlying costs and rate differentials are relatively small.  Further, 13 

consolidation is best achieved when there is close consistency between the 14 

companies.  Significant effort has been made to achieve increased levels of 15 

consistency, but much of this has occurred recently and during periods of other 16 

Regulatory priorities.  Beyond these considerations offered to respond to this 17 

question, no listing of reasons has been developed.” 18 

When asked in OPC Data Request 1042, if rate consolidation would be beneficial to both 19 

KCPL and GMO, the response notes that “Information does not exist to respond to this 20 

question with any level of confidence”. 21 

For over a decade, KCPL is not in position to offer its opinion that rate consolidation is not 22 

justified based on its analysis. OPC is of the opinion that this potential customer benefit 23 

will not be examined and continue to linger into the foreseeable future without OPC’s 24 

intervention.  Copies of the OPC Data Requests 1040, 1041, 1042 are contained on pages 25 

2 through 4 of Schedule RES-S-1. 26 

Q. Do this conclude your surrebuttal testimony? 27 

A. Yes 28 

  29 
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Q. What is the purpose of your True-Up Direct testimony? 1 

A. The purpose of this testimony is to true-up OPC’s following issues: 1) short-term debt in 2 

the GMO capital structure at June 30, 2018; 2) Merger Transition costs including 3 

accounting changes; 3) Electric Vehicle charging stations; and 4) the Management Audit.   4 

Q. What is the OPC’s true-up position regarding the use of short-term debt in GMO’s 5 

capital structure? 6 

A. OPC has trued-up its position regarding short-term debt in GMO’s capital structure. OPC 7 

used the information in the Evergy 2nd Quarter 2018 (10Q) filing with the Security and 8 

Exchange Commission (SEC) to determine that GMO is still maintaining a short-term debt 9 

balance approximately a $100 million in excess of its Construction Work In Progress 10 

(CWIP) balance. The data showed that at June 30, 2018, the true-up date for this case, 11 

GMO’s short-term was at an interest rate of 2.38% and exceeded the CWIP at the same 12 

time by $113 million. OPC’s position is that $113 million of short-term debt should be 13 

included in GMO’s capital structure for June 30, 2018. Schedule RES-T-1 pages 1 thru 4 14 

contains the source 10 Q pages used to determine this information. 15 

Q. What is OPC’s position concerning Merger Transition costs? 16 

A. OPC signed an agreement in Case Number EM-2018-0012. This agreement contains a 17 

paragraph No. 9 that addresses Transition Costs. Paragraph No. 9 follows: 18 

“9. Transition Costs: Signatories shall support in KCP&L and GMO’s 2018 19 

rate cases filed on January 30, 2018, deferral of Merger transition costs of 20 

$7,209,208 for GMO and $9,725,592 for KCP&L’s Missouri operations. 21 

Signatories will recommend recovery in the respective 2018 rate cases 22 

through amortization of such Merger transition costs for approval by the 23 

Commission over a 10-year period beginning when such costs have been 24 

included in Missouri base rates, with no carrying costs or rate base inclusion 25 

allowed for the unamortized portion of such costs at any time. Signatories 26 

agree that no other Merger transition costs shall be requested for recovery 27 

from Missouri customers in the 2018 rate cases or thereafter. This 28 

agreement regarding transition cost recovery is an additional limitation to 29 

Condition 19 in Exhibit A to the Stipulation and Agreement filed on January 30 

12, 2018.” 31 

  32 
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 Transition costs is defined in Condition 19 in Exhibit A to the Stipulation and Agreement 1 

filed on January 12, 2018 as “Transition costs are those costs incurred to integrate Westar 2 

and GPE, and include integration planning, execution, and ’costs to achieve.’” 3 

 4 

Q. Has KCPL adopted the agreed upon definition of transition costs into its post-merger 5 

accounting practices for itself and GMO? 6 

A. No. KCPL has changed its labor-charging directive. In its response to OPC Data Request 7 

1030, KCPL stated,  8 

 9 

 ‘This means that KCPL and GMO are no longer booking costs related to integration plans 10 

developed before June 4, 2018, as transition costs. Furthermore, costs related to post June 11 

4, 2018 integration planning, execution, and costs to achieve are not being recorded as 12 

transition costs.”  13 

 14 

 By failing to record these costs as transition costs KCPL and GMO are circumventing the 15 

Agreement requirement that KCPL and GMO not seek recovery of transition costs from 16 

their Missouri customers in these or any future rate cases.   17 

 18 

Q. How has KCPL treated merger transaction and transition costs in these cases? 19 

A. Both merger transition and merger transaction costs were initially charged as non-utility 20 

costs. In its payroll adjustments in these cases, KCP&L has reclassified labor dollars 21 

recorded as below-the-line merger costs as dollars charged to be treated as utility expenses. 22 

This is shown in KCP&L’s response to OPC Data Request Number 1030. This 23 

reclassification of transition costs is contrary to Merger Agreement and make it extremely 24 

difficult for OPC and other signatories OPC to enforce the Stipulation provisions regarding 25 

ratemaking treatment for transition costs. Copy of the Company’s Response to OPC Data 26 

Request 1030 is contained on Schedule RES-T-1, page 5.   27 

  28 

Q. What is OPC’s position regarding how KCP&L has treated these merger transition 29 

and transaction costs on its books? 30 
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A. OPC is of the opinion that KCPL’s guideline directing its employees to charge transition 1 

costs below the line or outside the recognition of its electric utility expenses or investment 2 

is consistent with the Merger Agreement. OPC does dispute that KCPL is properly 3 

recognizing transition costs to be recorded to non-utility accounts. 4 

 OPC disputes that KCP&L is capturing all merger transition costs and appropriately 5 

charging them below-the-line, due to KCP&L’s Day 1 directive to alter how it records its 6 

transition costs. As these costs are after Day 1 being charged to utility expense accounts. 7 

KCPL and GMO are seeking recovery of these costs from their Missouri customers which 8 

is counter to their commitments in the Merger Agreement.  9 

 10 

Q. Is it reasonable to expect transition costs to be lower post-merger than pre-merger? 11 

A. No. The pre-merger period primarily contends with matters regarding completion of the 12 

transaction. Costs related to this activity are referred to as transaction costs. Without 13 

completion of the merger transaction, there will be no transition. Post-merger should see a 14 

significant reduction, almost elimination, of transaction costs as only settlement of 15 

transaction obligations will generate cost activity. However, transition costs will ramp up 16 

as the detailed design, approval, and implementation work begins in earnest. Transition 17 

costs pre-merger are at a high-level of design but can be greatly impacted merger 18 

transaction conditions. Implementation of transition activities are limited by merger 19 

conditions regarding workforce and facility conditions placing upward pressure on 20 

transition costs. Schedule RES-T-2 is the CONFIDENTIAL material supporting this 21 

testimony. This schedule is a presentation regarding post-merger activity. The handwritten 22 

notes are mine to note items of further inquiry. Page 1 through 13 of this schedule shows 23 

the unique transition infrastructure added post-merger as well as additional reporting and 24 

tracking activities. These pages also show broad scope of transition activities while page 3 25 

shows that these transition activities involve multiple levels of KCPL employees. This page 26 

also shows the inappropriateness of transfer of pre-merger transition costs to utility 27 

expense. If anything, the pre-merger level of transition costs should be increased, not 28 

eliminated, as transition activity increases post-merger. The transition will continue until 29 
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the governance, reporting, and monitoring are absorbed into KCPL normal service 1 

company functions. 2 

 3 

Q. Has OPC any concerns regarding the status of the post-merger transition activities? 4 

A. The group deciding and employee approving transition activities concentrate on the 5 

potential cost savings but appear not to include the costs related to the implementing the 6 

individual transition activities expected to produce the expected savings.  Costs are being 7 

tracked by department incurring costs in support of savings projects, but are not tracked 8 

specifically by savings project. See RES-T-1 page 6. 9 

 10 

Q. Is this a true-up issue? 11 

A. Yes. The merger was completed on June 4, 2018. KCPL has acknowledged that it is 12 

accepting Westar charges on behalf of itself and GMO. KCPL has represented that it has 13 

included no Westar charges in the cost of service supported by KCPL and GMO in these 14 

cases. See RES-T-1, pages 7 and 8 for the Company’s Response to OPC Data Requests for 15 

the support of this testimony.  16 

 17 

Q. Are there any other merger transition issues? 18 

A.  Yes. KCPL effectuated accounting changes as a result of the merger which raises an issue. 19 

 20 

Q. What is the issue regarding the accounting changes? 21 

A. First, condition # 39 of the Merger Agreement addresses Accounting Changes, and states 22 

that “Holdco, KCP&L and Westar commit that any material Merger-related financial and 23 

accounting changes must be reported to the Commission.”  OPC has issued a Data Request 24 

to KCP&L to determine whether KCP&L has satisfied this commitment in the Merger 25 

Agreement. The benefit of this condition was that KCPL and GMO would notify the 26 

Commission of accounting changes so parties would have notice that accounting changes 27 

were occurring and the ability to determine if the accounting impacted any Commission 28 

activity impacting their interests. For example, a notice of accounting changes would have 29 
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alerted of the parties in these rate cases of revenue requirement impact on these as they 1 

were implemented.   2 

 3 

Q. What is OPC”s understanding the issue at this time? 4 

A. OPC does not possess the true-up case for KCPL or GMO. Our current understanding is 5 

that their final case support will not be available until September 4, 2018, the day this 6 

testimony must be filed. OPC understands the September 4, 2018 filing will be supporting 7 

a higher revenue requirement than the amount KCPL and GMO filed for but the causes for 8 

the change could not be provided at OPC’s last inquiry. OPC is aware that KCPL and GMO 9 

are reflecting an accounting change because of the merger. The information OPC has to 10 

date 1) does not support that this accounting change is required, 2) was not reported to the 11 

Commission in compliance with the merger agreement, 3) was not identified in the 12 

Company’s prior testimony, 4) is a merger transition cost not to be sought let alone 13 

recovered from Missouri ratepayers, and 5) is inconsistent with the Missouri electric 14 

ratemaking statute prohibiting any charge to customers “associated with owning, operating, 15 

maintaining, or financing any property before it is fully operational and used for service, 16 

is unjust and unreasonable, and is prohibited”,  17 

 18 

Q. What is OPC’s understanding of the accounting change that you are referencing? 19 

A. KCPL on its and GMO’s behalf has changed its accounting treatment for environmental 20 

projects from initially charging the costs of the projects to a regulatory asset account and 21 

transferring the charges against the depreciation reserve when the project was completed 22 

to charging the cost directly against the depreciation reserve as incurred but before the 23 

project is completed. See RES-T-1 pages 9 thru 15.  24 

 25 

Q. In light of the recent Court of Appeals decision, what is OPC’s position regarding 26 

Electric Vehicle Charging Stations? 27 

A. It is OPC’s position that, if KCPL and GMO want to offer this service as a regulated 28 

activity, it should be a separate customer class like street lighting. A guiding principle in 29 
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developing the tariff for these customers would be that no costs related to this service would 1 

be recovered from other customers. Thus, the resulting tariff rates will allow these 2 

customers to know and pay the actual costs to provide this service. KCPL and GMO can 3 

decide whether the risk is acceptable to their shareholder related to absorbing the 4 

unrecovered cost of this service before deciding whether to offer this service. 5 

 6 

Q. What is needed to develop a tariff for this service? 7 

A. A study of the full range of cost related to providing this services. While this cost is vital 8 

to the development of the tariff, it is equally important to conduct the market analysis 9 

needed to determine the economic viability of the service. Once the decision to offer the 10 

service is final, then procurement and accounting processes will need to be studied and 11 

modified to provide the ability the capture the actual cost of providing the service. Rate 12 

design, billing determinants, and service terms will be needed to decide on tariff needs. 13 

Tariffs as well as individuals working with these tariffs in other states supply valuable 14 

references for creating a new tariff.      15 

     16 

Q.  What is OPC’s position regarding the Merger Agreement Management Audit? 17 

A. The Merger Agreement contains the following requirement: 18 

 19 

Condition # 31 Independent Third Party Management Audit of Affiliate 20 

Transactions and   Cost Allocations Report:  21 

Holdco, KCP&L and GMO shall agree to an independent third party management 22 

audit report of new holding company, KCP&L and GMO corporate cost allocations 23 

and affiliate transaction protocols. A committee, which shall be comprised of an 24 

equal number of Staff, OPC and Applicant representatives, shall develop a Request 25 

for Proposal (“RFP”) with input from all committee members on the scope of work, 26 

and this RFP shall be submitted to the Commission for approval within six months 27 

after the closing of the Merger. The selection of a successful bidder shall be 28 

conducted by the same committee and shall me made by unanimous vote. If the 29 

vote is not unanimous, the Commission will determine the successful bidder and 30 

scope of work. The independent third party management auditor’s contract shall 31 

preserve the auditor’s independence by precluding Staff, OPC, Holdco, KCP&L, 32 
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and GMO representatives from directing or influencing the report’s conclusions. 1 

Upon completion, the report of the audit shall be filed with the Commission.  2 

 3 

a. The audit will examine Holdco, KCP&L, and GMO’s corporate cost allocations, 4 

affiliate transaction protocols, and ensure that the existing CAM fully documents 5 

newly formed operations, or to make recommendations to revise the CAM to 6 

address newly formed operations. The audit shall be designed to assess compliance 7 

with the Commission’s Affiliate Transactions Rule (4 CSR 240-20.015) as well as 8 

the appropriateness of the allocation of corporate costs among Holdco, KCP&L, 9 

GMO, and all affiliates. Holdco, KCP&L, GMO, and all (regulated and non-10 

regulated) affiliates shall cooperate fully with the auditor by timely providing all 11 

information requested to complete the audit including, but not limited to, informal 12 

and interactive interviews followed up with formal discovery.  13 

b. The audit report shall express an independent opinion on the degree and extent 14 

of KCP&L and GMO’s compliance with the Commission’s Affiliate Transactions 15 

Rule (4 CSR 240-20.015) and shall provide recommendations, if appropriate, 16 

regarding procedures and methodologies used by Holdco, KCP&L and GMO in 17 

allocating corporate costs and complying with the Commission’s Affiliate 18 

Transactions Rule (4 CSR 240-20.015). 19 

 20 

c. It is expressly acknowledged that Holdco, KCP&L and GMO shall collectively 21 

provide $500,000, funded below the line (and not recovered in rates), for purposes 22 

of funding the independent third party management audit. Any additional expense 23 

beyond $500,000, required by the Commission, will be split 50/50 between 24 

ratepayers and shareholders. d. Any cost in excess of $500,000 shall be deferred to 25 

account 182.3 (other regulatory assets) and recovered through amortization, subject 26 

to the 50/50 split provided immediately above, in retail rates and cost of service in 27 

the first KCP&L and GMO general rate cases subsequent to the completion of the 28 

audit. 29 

 OPC has participated in the initial step of forming a committee with KCP&L and the 30 

Commission’s Staff. It is OPC’s position this audit provides an opportunity to settle and 31 

reduce the number of issues in this case, particularly in the areas of affiliate transactions. 32 

Q. Does this conclude your True-Up Direct Testimony? 33 

A. Yes 34 
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